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NOTE: THE CLIENTS IN THIS INVESTIGATION HAVE REQUESTED
CONFIDENTIALITY. SOME OF THE DATA IN THIS REPORT MAY HAVE BEEN
OBSCURED TO HONOR THEIR REQUEST. THIS IN NO WAY AFFECTS THE DATA
PRESENTED, OR ANY CONCLUSIONS HEREIN. NO PHOTOS OF THE INTERIOR OR
THE EXTERIOR OF THE RESIDENCE HAVE BEEN INCLUDED.
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HISTORY
This home is a mobile home in a rural area of Haughton, LA. That the clients have recently moved into.
It is of recent vintage, but its prior history is unknown.

EXPERIENCES
The clients report frequent object movement, including the opening and closing of cabinet doors. A
shadow figure has been observed by more than one person in the living room and a bedroom. The
home seems to have an atmosphere that is apprehensive. One of the client's children has recurring
dreams of a boy and a girl who are outside of the window looking in, but don't attempt to enter.

INVESTIGATION
DATE OF INVESTIGATION: September 19th, 2015
PARTICIPANTS: BESS MAXWELL, CONNIE WILLIAMSON, AND KIRK CORMIER
EQUIPMENT: Digital Cameras, Infrared cameras, Digital recording cameras, Digital audio recorders,
Ion Counters, P-SB7 Spirit Box, Infra-sound detection equipment, Digital thermometers, Various EMF
meters including Tri-Fields, Motion detectors including geophone and laser grid systems, and Ovilus
interactive voice communications device.
INVESTIGATION: At the time and places tested, no anomalous photos were taken. No data was
noted on video. Nothing unusual was detected by laser grid or geophone. No high EMF fields from AC
current were found in any location likely to result in prolonged exposure, although there are some areas
of high EMF fields from wiring. No anomalous hot spots or cold spots were noted. No anomalous
motions were noted. One standard EVP voices was recorded. No recordings were noted of words
formed by the P-SB7.

AUDIO AND THE MODEL P-SB7 SPIRIT BOX
This device utilizes a milli-second adjustable forward or reverse sweep technique coupled with a
white noise distribution between frequency steps. This is designed to add ambient sound energy
for the production of real time EVP, allowing for instant feedback in communications attempts.
See item 16 in “General Parameters of the EVP Phenomenon”.
NO P-SB7 DATA NOTED

STANDARD EVP
NO INTENTIONALLY ADDED ENERGY SOURCE
ONE STANDARD AUDIO CLIP WAS RECORDED, AND HEARD AT TIME OF SPEAKING,
WITH ALL THREE TEAM MEMBERS HEARING THE WHISPER. CLIP WAS WAS
RECORDED BY BESS MAXWELL, WELL AS BOTH OTHER TEAM MEMBERS.
CLIP ONE, HEARD AND RECORDED BY ALL THREE TEAM MEMBERS, SPOKEN AS A
COMMENT.
WHISPERY VOICE: “BETH”.

END
AUDIO SECTION

CONCLUSION
At the time and places tested, no anomalous photos were taken. No data was noted on video. Nothing
unusual was detected by laser grid or geophone. No high EMF fields from AC current were found in
any location likely to result in prolonged exposure, although there are some areas of high EMF fields
from older wiring. No anomalous hot spots or cold spots were noted, but a request to drop the
temperature to a specific level was noted. No anomalous motions were noted. One standard EVP
voice was recorded. No recordings were made of words formed by the P-SB7. The consciousness
testing was strong, and consistent in many areas. We feel that the personal experiences, feelings, and
audio are probably indicative of an anomalous presence or presences.
We would like to thank the clients for inviting us into their home, and for the opportunity to study the
phenomena there. We would also like to thank them for their most gracious hospitality, and hope that
we may be able to return there again soon.

